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EDITORS' NOTES:
Celestin Weiler's article "Social-
ism Guarantees Right to Earn"
which appeared in the November
issue of the CORD was the cause of
several lower hall and common room
arguments. John Gellner refutes
Weiler's points in his article
"Comment on the Weilerian
Theory" on page 21 of this issue.
Joyce Smith's weekly radio pro-
gram "With Joyce" over the local
C.F.C.A. radio station has attracted
the attention of Kitchener's "400"
who own F.M. sets, and all those
who ride trolley bus 101 at three
forty-five on Sunday afternoon.
Danny Powers, Waterloo Grad of
'49 and Johnny O'Conner are also
employed by the same station.
Danny has two regular programs,
writes scripts and reports news.
Johnny is with the advertising de-
partment.
Atmosphere, tension, surprise
hold full swing in Neil Carson's
short story "TIME and TIDE" on
page 7. Read it and stay awake.
Waterloo's debating club accep-
ted the invitation of the "Westren
Debating Society" to debate at
London against Assumption College
and Western on December Bth. An
affirmative team, George Malcolm
and Doug Scott, and a negative
team, Rudy Janzen and Paul Bitzer,
represented Waterloo in the battle
of words on the topic "Resolve that
Canada Should Enact a Bill of
Rights." The negative team defeat-
ed Western. The next debate will
be held at McMaster University
some time in January.
Merry Christmas
WORLD AFFAIRS ARE YOUR AFFAIRS
The significance of this statement has
become increasingly apparent to think-
ing Canadians in the past few decades.
We are today faced with a multitude of
international problems, arising out of the
"shrinking" of the globe.
Our world has become one closely in-
tegrated sphere. The old world with its
widely separated and independent parts,
has vanished, and we find now, a new
and perplexing oneness in the world, in
which the activity and welfare of every
country is of vital concern to all. Fifty
years ago Canadians attached little im-
portance to conditions in Europe and
Asia. However today, the success of our
bright future hinges on our awareness of
the problems of foreign countries; our
solutions to these problems; our foreign
policy and our contributions to world
economy.
International difficulties today not
only confront our statesmen in Ottawa,
but stand before each and every one of
us, as individuals. These problems are
laid right on our doorstep—every time
a carrier boy places a daily newspaper
there. They are voiced right in our living
rooms—every time we listen to a radio
newscaster or commentator. We as in-
dividuals must of necessity be concen-
trating upon problems currently beset-
ting Canada externally, because our
statesmen and political leaders require
the support of a thoughtful, informed
public opinion.
The Canadicn Institute of Internation-
al Affairs has as it's objective the plac-
ing of factual material and important
viewpoints before the people of Canada
in on ever succeeding effort to provoke
Canadians into thought and action on
international problems. The Institute is
anxious to include University students
among its members in order that the
citizens and leaders of tomorrow may to-
day become conscious of international
activity and begin to expand and broaden
their viewpoint so that they may better
adapt themselves and Canada to the en-
vironment of one world.
Some students are not acquainted with
the Canadian Institute of International
Affairs, its purpose and facilities, hence
the question arises—"What is the C.I.
LA. and what does it do?"
"The Canadian Institute of Inter-
national Affairs is the only non-political,
unofficial, non-profit-making organiza-
tion in the Dominion devoted to the
discovery and dissemination of informa-
tion on foreign affairs, with both a re-
search and public information pro-
gramme, and which does not support
any particular point of view. The pur-
pose of the Institute is to promote and
encourage in Canada research in Inter-
national Affairs and to promote through
study, discussions, lectures, broadcasts,
public addresses, libraries, public infor-
mation services and other such means as
may be available on understanding by
its members and by the Canadian public
of international questions and problems
and, in connection with its activities in
both research and public education, the
Institute gives attention to Canada's po-
sition both as a member of the inter-
national community of nations and as a
member of the British Commonwealth of
Nations."
The Institute was founded in 1928 by
a small group of Canadian businessmen,
scholars and journalists and has in its
twenty-one years grown to approximately
2500 members in 26 branches from
coast to coast. Of the some 2500 mem-
bers, 1 64 are student associate members.
Of particular interest to students are
the facilities for private discussion which
offers outstanding opportunities to dis-
cuss external problems of the day with
authorities sent special to the branch.
The Kitchener-Waterloo branch of the
C.I.LA. has had in the past year the
privilege of hearing authoritative reports
by the discussion with such well-informed
and interesting personalities as Doctor
B. E. Shore on "What I Saw Behind the
Iron Curtain", Doctor H. Y. Chang on
"Whither China Today" and Mr. Rishi
Ram on "India and the Spiritual Basis
(Continued on page 17)
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E. K. BROWN SPEAKS ON THE NOVEL
Once every year the University of To-
ronto invites a prominent literary critic
or author to deliver a series of lectures.
This cultural enterprise is made possible
by a fund willed to the University of To-
ronto by a former head of the English
Department, the late Dr. Alexander.
This year the discourses were given by
Dr. E. K. Brown of the University of
Chicago, and his topic was "Rhythm in
the Novel."
The last of these lectures was given in
Hart House Theatre on Thursday, No-
vember 17th. It was the privilege of
four Waterloo College students, Barbara
Pearce, Betty Shantz, John Gellner, and
Abe Thiessen, accompanied by Miss Roy
and Mrs. W. D. Evans, to attend this
discourse, in which Dr. Brown gave a very
sensible and enlightening account of E.
M. Forster's novel, A Passage to India.
I shall not attempt to reiterate the de-
tailed thoughts expressed by the pro-
fessor concerning Forster's book, because
the lectures are to be published soon and
will be available to those who wish closer
information. The salient impression left
upon us by Dr. Brown's criticism was his
approach. It was a delicious change for
us, who have stuidied novels chiefly as
expessions of the age in which they are
written, to witness a study that was con-
cerned almost wholly with the value of
the novel as an insolated work of art.
Without any reference to either Dr.
Freud or to the history of Anglo-Indian
relations, the battle of Lucknow, or the
assassination of Ghandi, Dr. Brown re-
vealed how Forster has successfully
brought before our minds the burning
problem of the inability of Occidentals
to become reconciled to the unappre-
hensive and indistinct meanings of India.
The man of India cannot make the sharp
distinctions by which the western mind
operates; hence there can never be a
complete understanding unless man will
resort to the more primitive method,
that of "the secret understanding of the
heart."
Dr. Brown pointed out further that
much of the success of Forster's book
lay in the novelist's "mastery of expand-
ing symbols." The art of writing sym-
bolically need not be considered as a de-
liberate effort on the part of the writer
to baffle the reader. Forster has shown,
rather, that the use of symbols gives
double enjoyment to the reader, the
first being a pleasure in the story for
its own sake, and the second, the more
advanced pleasures of determining the
meanings of the symbols used in the
story.
Although the field of literary criticism
lends itself very easily to involved ab-
stractions, we found Dr. Brown's concrete
ideas and his unaffected, congenial, and
straightforward mannner of speaking en-
tirely to our liking. In addition, his abil-
ity to create interest, to stimulate con-
troversy was so well brought to the fore
that at the end of the hour those of us
who had not read the book were taken
with a sincere desire to do so. If a critic
can do this to you, he must be a good
critic.
ABE THUSSEN.
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LITERARY
A DRUNK'S ADDRESS TO A FLAME
ON LIGHTING A CIGARETTE
Ye' little, yellow, flickerin' Hornie
Ye' dance sa' spritely on my match
Y'er firey look wad startle Dante
When from that sulphurous egg ya'
hatch
Like a damned infernal genii
Summoned with a single scratch.
Ye'r much too anxious hungry pet
To set about y'er wild career,
Ye'd even bite may hand I'll bet
If I ever let ya' near.
So when I light my cigarette
I'll drowned ya' in my beer.
WARD EBY.
TIME and TIDE
Slowly the night descended, and with
it—the fog. Rolling and tumbling in from
the sea it came, and settling over the
city, enshrouded everything in an at-
mosphere of mystery, silence and doom!
One by one the street lights flickered into
life, and, like huge bleary eyes tried to
pierce the gloom. Far out at sea the fog
horns began to call back and forth.
Along the waterfront all was still. The
inky sea squirmed in and out among
the many shadowy hulks moored at the
docks, and chucked up against the loom-
ing piers. Save for the ceaseless gurgling
of the water and the straining of the
ships' hawsers, the night was empty of
sound.
At the end of one of the piers the
shadowy figure of a man paused in the
dim halo of a light, long enough to shift
the cumbersome burden on his shoulders,
then he passed into the night. His shuf-
fling footsteps could be heard sounding
dully on the concrete as he made his
way along the pier, then scraped and
groped down the steps to the water level.
Arriving there he threw his huge bundle
into an awaiting rowboat and hastily cast
off. Then with slow, silent strokes he
made his way out to sea.
As he pulled away from the water-
front, the dim lights of the city seemed
to follow him, skimming over the water
like flashes of quicksilver. But as they
were gradually left farther and farther
behind, they finally gave up the chase,
and blinked out, and the fog settled
close around the little boat like a cloak
of evil.
The sea was exceptionally calm that
night. It seemed almost as though its
usually restless surface had been quiet-
ened by the caress of the mist.
As Ralph rowed on, watching the little
whirlpools swirl and disappear behind
him, he had plenty of time to think.
And, strangely, the thoughts he enter-
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tamed seemed to please him, for he
whistled little snatches of tunes, quite
undaunted by the chill air of oppressing
dark. Yes, Ralph was undoubtedly con-
tented about something.
And he had reason to be. How he had
awaited this moment! At last the real-
ization of years of dreaming, planning,
and scheming was at hand. He gloated
at the shapeless bundle that lay in the
stern. With sudden inspiration, he leaped
up, tore off the loose covering, and
propped up in the back of the boat, the
limp and lifeless body of a man! Slowly
the body slipped down in the seat, the
head lolled over the side and the sight-
less eyes stared glassily at the water be-
side the boat.
Resuming his task of rowing, Ralph
began to speak to his unheeding pas-
senger: "Ah, John, my friend/ he
smirked, "you do not seem yourself to-
night! Not so ready with your usual
insulting jest or sarcastic remark!" With
this he reached out and dealt the body
a vicious kick. Then he laughed — a
hard, bitter, mirthless laugh that was
quickly swallowed up by the fog.
He rowed on in silence for a few
minutes. His narrow, steel-grey eyes
peered out in contempt at the body of
the man who had once been his enemy.
The lines of his face were hard and
cruel. His mouth looked like granite,
chiselled into a perpetual expression of
hate!
His lips curled imperceptibly as he
spoke again. "No, you were decidedly
not yourself tonight, John. All your ar-
rogance quite left you when you knew
that you were going to die. You could
never imagine how much pleasure it gave
me to see you grovelling on your knees
and blubbering for mercy, you . . . .!"
And with a string of curses, he spat
contemptuously at the body. Then he
was silent again.
Finally in a more quiet tone he con-
tinued. "But enough of that. That is
neither here nor there. I must tell you
what I have planned for you. It is, I
think, a stroke of genius. We are head-
ing for a small island, that I dare say you
didn't ever know existed, John. This
island is no ordinary island. It has an
interesting characteristic that sets it
apart from other islands. For the greater
part of the time it is six or seven feet
below the surface of the sea! This, no
doubt will seem to you fantastic, but
then, not being a seafaring man, you
would know nothing about the great
heights to which the tide rises in these
parts. So you see it is quite possible
for a tiny island to be above the surface
at ebb tide, and entirely submerged at
the flood. Such an island, you will agree,
is an ideal spot for a body, wouldn't
(Continued on page 20)
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THE ART OF BEING LATE --- GRACEFULLYDid you know it is an art? Come now,confess. We're everyone of us late on
occasion, and we might as well make the
most of it. Any number of things can
happen. Some of us miss the trolley bus
—for others, the trolley just doesn't
seem to pass our particular stop for hours
at a time. Or we can forget to set the
alarm, or it can break down in the night.
Or perhaps the pick-up we counted on
doesn't have an eight-thirty Tuesday
mornings. Or perhaps we just aren't get-
ting enough attention from the prof.
If this last is the case, we advise you
to be late quite regularly. A single late
may be overlooked, even if you handle
it correctly. But a whole series of ab-
sences in the attendance book can cause
an almost certain recognition of your
position as a student.
However, we feel you have nothing to
fear if you handle your lates correctly.
The first and most important rule is this:
never bother being late in a room in
which the professor lectures from the side
of the room remote from the door. An
excellent example is room 212. A much
more effective entrance can be made in
room 215, especially in a crowded His-
Tory lecture. There one must first by-pass
the professor, and if you drop a large
text, or scatter your notes in the breeze,
you are sure to attract flattering atten-
tion. If the class is crowded you will
have to crawl over at least one or two
rows of studious early birds to secure a
place. Perhaps you will even have to
bring in a chair from another room. In
this way, if you are careful, you can
manage to make a grand slam in late-
coming by disturbing at least two
lectures.
My second rule is this: Never know in
which room your lecture takes place, and
be sure to open the door of every room
in your attempt to find the right one. If
possible, get yourself into the wrong
lecture, and later excuse yourself. This
art, if perfected, can reach the acme in
the art of late coming.
The third rule concerns the art of
settling down once you have arrived for
a lecture. Be sure to rustle your papers
and to unzip your brief case noisily. You
have no idea how impressive the "zip"
of the brief case can sound. Everyone
is certain to be impressed by your im-
portance. When you have gotten one
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neighbour to fill your pen for you, ask
the student on the other hand for his
notes of the day, in a loud stage whisper.
Never arouse jealousy among your class-
mates by bestowing all the favours of
your conversation on only one of them.
That would be most undiplomatic.
During initiation this year, the Sophs
very kindly allowed the new Freshmen
a distinct advantage, until they became
accustomed to the etiquette of late-com-
ing. They were allowed to furnish them-
selves with brooms to drop, pails to let
clatter to the floor, and ballons to sit
on. Sophomores furnished themselves
with pins to assist the Frosh, if they, in-
experienced, did not satisfactorily and
effectively make their entrance into
class. Now we are again on equal foot-
ing, and we are pleased to note that the
Frosh are following the rules for late-
ness with customary Waterloon energy.
If all else fails, pick a broken chair,
which will collopse when one sits upon
it, or a desk with a decided squeak.
Either is guaranteed to draw some de-
gree of attention.
The rules which follow are devoted to
the faculty. The professor can make an
effective entrance if he waits until the
second hand begins to sweep out the
tenth minute of the lecture period. Enter-
ing at this time your are almost sure to
be greeted quite audibly by the student
body. But even more effective is a
"grande entrance" at eleven minutes af-
ter the hour, when you can meet your
class departing "en masse". Their about-
turn, and march back to class can be
most satisfying to the pedagogic heart,
and is almost sure to arouse a very ef-
fective emotion among the students.
This is but a brief summary of eti-
quette in latecoming. As the year ad-
vances you will find more and more
opportunities to put these rules into prac-
tice. You yourself will invent variations
on the theme, of which, we, companions
and contemporaries in the art, will hear
with pleasure. Be late, students of Water-
loo. Be late—but, gracefully!
FRAN ROTHAERMEL.
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To a new Criticism
I believe that there is a radio com-
mentator who is introduced as a man
who likes to go to the movies. I envy
him. I myself go to the movies in ex-
pectation of a bad two and a half
hours and I am not often disappointed.
If this distaste for films were a private
idiosyncrasy I should not mention it, but
the anxiety of the moving picture indus-
try because of falling box office re-
ceipts suggests that a great many others
people are not going to the movies. For
this the film-makers themselves are in
the greater part responsible. Taking
advantage of the war-time demand for
relaxation however simple, they turned
out films patched together with cliches
in dialogue, action and concept and the
public did not complain. But when the
war was over the film audiences dwindled
and the popcorn booth appeared in the
lobby to increase receipts. But not pop-
corn, nor free china, nor personal ap-
pearances of stars will resuscitate the
moving picture industry until films again
appeal to the audience.
But what does the audience want? The
public expresses its dislike by various
rude noises and its pleasure by repeated
attendance at the same film, but it is
quite inarticulate about the reasons for
boredom or delight. Perhaps both pro-
ducers and public need the intermediary
of a new school of critics; perhaps the
time has come for the development of
a branch of aesthetics that will deal
with moving pictures.
The other arts have their critical
terms, their histories of taste, their tech-
nical exponents. Why should there not be
a criticsm of films?
Of course, there are some capable
film reviewers who have felt their way
to a formulation of critical principles,
but too often the cinema is evaluated
in the same terms as the stage play
and too rarely it is investigated in the
framework of its own nature. Indeed the
first task of a serious critic of films
would be to show in what way his sub-
ject differs from the drama and from any
other art. It may be that the distinguish-
ing characteristic of moving pictures is
the strong possibility of self identification
on the part of the audience with the
actors on the screen. When a stage
play, or novel, or even a short story is
adopted to motion pictures it is usually
changed. Instead of complaining about
the variations introduced by the producer
the critic of films will investigate the
reasons for the change and he may find
them in this element of self identifica-
tion. An unhappy or an inconclusive
ending may disturb a reader, or a spec-
tator at a play, but the film-goer has
been more closely drawn into the action
and the impact on him is much greater.
Applying this first principle of criticism
the critic may be more kind to a film
like Quartet. Audiences generally en-
joyed the four short pictures presented
as one, but the literate observer re-
marked darkly that the stories had been
changed. Was the objector forgetting
that the producers were making a film
which had to obey its own laws and not
those of the short story if it was to
succeed? If the stories of Quartet had
been left exactly as Maugham wrote
them the hypnotic effect of the lighted
screen in the darkened theatre would
have drawn the audience into the action
to such an extent that the ambiguous or
unpleasant ending would have induced
distress where the short stories give only
a wry amusement. The Alien Corn
which was left with the original conclu-
sion was deliberately lightened in the
earlier parts of the film. To say that the
alterations in Quartet were made to cause
it to conform to the artistic laws of
the cinema is not to say that it was a
complete success, but it should be criti-
cised in terms of the moving picture and
not in terms of a different medium.
This basic principle of the strong sug-
aestive effect of the moving picture may
help to explain the greater appeal of
British over American films. Because the
member of the audience lives in the
film he sees as much as it is possible to
live in an art form, the producers will
be successful in either of two approaches.
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He may make his film as realistic as
he can or he may shape his film to
conform to the life of fantasy which
adults know chiefly in dreams. He is not
usually successful if he mixes fancy with
reality: Walt Disney tried and later gave
up his human actors in unreal settings.
The possibilites of fantasy in films have
not been fully explored and it may be
that films of the future will turn in
that direction. The Disney productions
have been the most successful ventures
into the imagination, but there have
been experimental works using either sur-
realist sequences or more logical images
as in Dreams that Money Can Buy.
When American reviewers tried to
explain the appeal of the best British
film they found it lay in the realistic
British technique. For years American
films had exploited the great American
myth of heroines with Adrian wardrobes
whose makeup and coiffures were un-
touched by the veriest deluge, and heroes
who fascinated by the quirk of an eyelid
and the shoulders of an expensively
tailored sports jacket. There was a thrill
of surprise in seeing a British film
in which suburban housewives look-
ed occasionally dawdy and in which
primary emotions were not so heavily
overlaid with the paraphanalia of suc-
cess. A serious film critic should be able
to analyze the appeal of realistic detail
in a film and to suggest how far it may
be used to give most pleasure to the
adult spectator.
The great film critic who is yet to
come will have a more exciting task than
that of Longinus, or Coleridge, or Roger
Fry or Ernest Newman. I have suggested
that he must examine the physiological
and psychological effect of moving
images on a screen, but he must also
speak of rhythm, of motion, of continuity,
of chiaroscuro, of composition, of accent.
In doing so he will evolve a new langu-
aae and possible new concepts of art.
When he has done his work and when
producers have learned from him a few
critical laws of film-making I too may
like to go to the movies.
PROF. ROY.
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WATERLOO
SPORTS
V-DAY
After grovelling in the darkness of
sporting insignificance for twenty five
years, Waterloo is now ready to emerge
from her enclosing cocoon into full grown
inter-collegiate athletic competition. This
is not a single catastrophic-type occur-
ance, but is the culmination of a lot of
concentrated planning and work. Some
years ago this ideal germinated in the
minds of several of our far-seeing faculty
and students, and they began working
towards this end. They tried to improve
our teams, and then to improve our op-
ponents. More students with athletic
talent enrolled at Waterloo, and finally
we began to make ourselves known in a
sporting way. For the last several years,
our athletic directorate has made appli-
cation for entry into inter-collegiate
athletics to no avail. However through the
persistent and continued assertion of
our abilities, Metros, Mitchell and Com-
pany have finally realized that Waterloo
has something on the ball.
Athletic director W. A. Chess spear-
headed the final attack, armed with the
records of Waterloo's athletic achieve-
ments and a victory was finally won. The
present form of this victory was that
Waterloo has aained admittance into
inter-collegiate Men's Badminton League.
The run around of exhibition schedules,
small time city leagues and high school
opponents is over. We have won
recognition!
This victory like any other, carries
with it added responsibility, and these
obligations seem to lie in three directions.
First it will be the duty of our adminis-
trative officers to provide sufficient
financial aid for these new endevours.
This wMI not be c'assed as a gift, since
it will be renaid tenfold in publicity for
our school. Secondly. our athletic director
and directorate must provide competant
organization and instruction for our
teams The third and most important
Dart must be played by each student in
Waterloo College. If we are to compete
on an eaual level with other big univer-
sities, it is our responsibility to support
these competators in every way possible.
Playing, coaching, administrating, cheer-
Basketball Season Underway
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ing, and attending are all integral parts
of an athletic program. Each student can
and must aid this progrcm in one of
those ways. We have had an uphill fight
to get into inter-collegiate sports, but
if we fail now the results would be dis-
asterous for further participation. We
have won a victory. Let's consolidate our
position, and then look for bigger fields
to conquor.
HOCKEY
Our first official representative will be
our hockey team, which will compete in
the Inter-collegiate League comprising of
Western, Toronto, O.A.C, and Mc-
Master. With the generous assistance of
some Twin City businessmen, some extra
funds have been made available, and an
experienced coach has been procured.
Harvey Jacklin, a member of the K.-W.
Flying Dutchmen, and a former Hamilton
coach, will be mentor of this year's col-
lege squad. Candidates have been prac-
tising regularly, and much enthusiasm is
being shown. The freshmen have con-
tributed many promising candidates in-
cluding Ariss, Kalbfleish, Kallio and
MacDonald. Ritter, Shade, Giller and
Haney along with others will again helD
spark the Waterloo attack. The team
will play a single home and home
schedule, with most games being in the
afternoons. Several exhibition tilts will
be played during December, and on
January 1 2 at 3 p.m. the first schedule
game against Toronto Varsity takes
piace. Let's all be out to cheer.
BADMINTON
Not only have we achieved full
membership in intermediate activities,
but we also have managed to toe hold
into senior inter-collegiate competition.
Tnis year Waterloo will send a badminton
team into the Senior Tournament along
with Western, Varsity, Queens, MacGill,
MacMaster, and O.A.C. Prof. Raymond
will chose this team, and also the girls
team that competes against Brescia,
Alma, and Western, by means of the
laddar system. This means that every
badminton player in the school has an
equal chance to make a position on
either of these teams, if they have the
ability. The people at the top of the
ladder will be chosen for the teams so
start challenging now.
BASKETBALL
This activity is still in the embryo
stage this year, but both teams have
begun practicing. The girls require a few
more players, and coach Cness assures
us that everyone will get an equal chance
to make the team. The boys team will
be bolstered by a complete unit of K-W
Collegiate grads including Shirk, Eckers-
ley, Carson, Heick and Powers.
SWIMMING
Phil Harris, champion swimmer from
England, and now Waterloo College stu-
dent, is in charge of this activity. He
has a team of 8 girls and 6 boys practic-
ing regularly at the YMCA, and if they
show enough promise, they will also com-
pete in inter-collegiate activities.
FOOTBALL
A successful football season has been
written off the books this year. Although
we absorbed an unrevenged defeat from
Huron College, we did square ourselves
with Toronto and OAC, and proved that
we could put up a fair show against
Intermediate ORFU competition. During
our seven game schedule the team picked
up invaluable experience which will aid
us next year in our league competition.
Special thanks shru'd go to Cccrgs Mal-
t:o!m and Godfried Oe'sonrr. cur man-
agers, who d: d a wond?rful behind-the-
scenes job. Tne time and talents or
Coach A. Chess, and Faculty Advisor
Prof. Carmeichal did much to contribute
towards our successes. Our major in-
juries were limited to broken noses for
Innes and Stoneham, a cracked collar
bone fcr Youngblut, and a badly injured
knee frr Ccker. This list does not in-
clude the numerous cuts and bruises sus-
tainsd, but is relatively small thanks to
the advantage of pre-season training.
Through the medium of an inter-year
schedule, won by the freshmen, our team
of '50 should be considerably bolstered
by experienced candidates. Till then, we
leave the spikes and pads to the moth
balls.
CLAYTON DERSTINE.
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Who is the Wizard? This question
has been bothering the peace of mind
and ruining the convivial relationships
of many card fiends and deck addicts
about town and college. This master of
mental telepathy manages to have a
representative at every bridge bout who
dials the wizard's secret number and
allows the mystery man to pull the neat-
est card trick of the time. The most
confident bidder in a party foursome ac-
quires a 'board-hand' complex after hear-
ing a wizard, ghostly voice whisper the
name of the card he holds in his hand.
Still others are baffled fnto a rattling
rummy game as they hear the telephone
trickster at the other end of the line
name the card they have picked from
the deck. No place is safe. No party is
missed. Wherever a deck of cards may
be, the joker is certain to pop up —
over the telephone. The uncanny master
Vnind never fails. Pick any card, dial his
number and he'll name it without hesi-
tation. Only a few of his publicity agents
know his number, but there's always one
of them sitting in on a college deck
dabbling. Who is the man causing all
this uneasiness? Where is he? What's his
secret?
The Students' Boarding Club held a
successful formal ball at the Masonic
Temple. This first formal undertaking
sponsored by the club was in charge of
Wilfred Myra and Miss Axford. The resi-
dent students were obliged to ask a
•guest outside of the club and the ex-
penses will be added to each boarder's
bill. Johnny Gahagan designed the at-
tractive program and Forest Mosher
concocted the popular punch. Ferns and
shrubs were included in the decoration
and bouquets of mums were arranged on
the tables to the side. Al Kuhn and his
orchestra played to a crowd of over one
hundred, including grads Joan Pauli, Ed
Neibert, Wally Donovan, Jack Wett-
laufer and Ross Smith. Lunch proved to
be a savory delight at intermission while
Jack Wettlaufer entertained with im-
promptu antics. Patrons and patronesses
included President and Mrs. H. T. Leh-
mann, Dean and Mrs. L. H. Schaus, Miss
B. Marion Axford, Mr. Wilfred Myra and
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Hagey. Alec Chess,
unable to attend, had the right idea
when he sent a telegram of congratula-
tions to the Club. The boarders' ball was
a well-organized dance evening and may
become a regular yearly event.
Current lobby chatter concerns a mas-
ter of the keyboard, Wilfred Treusch
At one noonhour piano concert he col-
lected a larger audience than the Purple
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of International Fellowship".
The Institute has also made available
to memebrs the privilege of purchasing
important books at reduced rates.
Study groups and Conferences are in-
teresting and informative. The Institute
provides study outlines and study kits
along with booklets and literature and
the publication of the auarterly Inter-
national Journal brings members timely
and outstanding Canadian and foreign
opinion.
The Canadian Institute of Internation-
al Affairs has developed these aids and
services to help Canadian citizens gain a
broader understanding of world affairs.
You are invited to use them.
BILL CAMPBELL.
and Gold chorus line has seen at its
popular practices. His classical cadenzas
surprised the gathered group who had
never before heard about his talented
touch. Wilfred Treusch graduated from
the Collegiate and received his A.T.C.M.
in 1939. He won a prize at the Strat-
ford Music Festival for his interpretation
of Bach. Wilfred spent two years in the
Ordnance division of the Canadian Army
in Canada and England and several
months at Westminster Hospital. Now,
a general arts student at Waterloo, he
divides his time between studies and a
classical piano broadcast over CKCR Sun-
day afternoon at 1:45. He prepares and
plays his own selections during fifteen
minutes of air time.
John Brubacher has organized a col-
lege program over CFCA-FM every other
Monday evening from 8:45 to 9:00. The
broadcast is being used as an advertising
medium for the Purple and Gold and
includes songs and excerpts from various
parts of the show. If the scripts are
successful, the program may become a
weekly feature of college talent in music,
drama, discussions and activities.
Dr. Kock of the CBC asked Dr. Leu-
pold and the German students in the
choir to record a group of German
Christmas carols. These students remain-
ed after regular choir practice and made
several records to be sent to Frankfurt,
Germany, where they will be broadcast
Christmas Eve.
'Sadie Switchboard' Taylor has found
lucrative part-time work as receptionist
at the K-W Hospital. In addition to
plugging and pulling switches, ringing
the ambulance and paging Dr. Killdare
for surgen/, Miss Efficiency makes use
of her left hand by leafing through al-
phabetical files to find the condition of
Uncle Harry for Aunt Mary who is hang-
ing over the desk. With her feet she
packages and addresses flowers and
beckons the maids to deliver them. In
addition she must direct friend Myrt to
see friend Gert's stitches in room 999,
left pavilion, second corridor, right ele-
vator, fourth hall, ten steps to the side,
a back flip, and then proceed to the
annex. Mrs. "Perpetration of the Race"
has to be asked to kindly control nature
and have Junior in the proper place for
such things—not in the lobby. While this
is going on Dr. Bonehead, up in surgery,
splits a rib to make a grave mistake and
Mr. Operation X becomes Corpse 93. Our
ready receptionist must then enter his
name in THE BOOK so that the mayor
may know that Rigormortis had a short
breather and relatives may be comforted
to hear that up to the last he called for
his dog, Rover.
JOYCE SMITH.
(Continued from page 3)
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FOR YOU:
THE FUTURE
Your future advancement, both cultural and material,
will depend on many factors, none more important than
your use of the years immediately following your graduation
from Waterloo College.
Never before has university training been deemed so
imperative for young people who sincerely wish to make
the most of their capabilities.
If YOU are interested, the University of Western
Ontario is ready to tell you of its wide-ranging educational
facilities, to show you how Western can meet your needs.
By writing to the Registrar now you may obtain an
interesting illustrated folder which outlines Admission
Requirements, Courses, and Fees.
THE
UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO
LONDON, ONTARIO
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"BLITHE SPIRIT"
On Monday evening, October 31, the
Kitchener-Waterloo Little Theatre gave
their opening performance of Noel Cow-
ard's drama, "Blithe Spirit." The story
is itself an interesting one, and it was
a fortunate choice on the part of the
K-W Little Theatre. The comedy arises
from the bewilderment of a young au-
thor, Charles Condomine, who is haunted
by his first wife and hounded by his
second.
The setting was well done. The room
contained paintings and other "objects
dart" befitting the aesthetic taste of
the hero. A more solid backdrop could
have been used for the walls. It was
somewhat disconcerting to the spectator
to see the pictures wave gently about
every time someone slammed the door
or opened a window.
The costume and make-up throughout
the play were excellent. Madame Arcati's
clothes seemed to reflect her eccentricity.
Mrs. Bradman's costumes, always a trifle
behind the times in style, suited the
shallow flightness of her character. The
height in costume and make-up, how-
ever, was reached in Elvira. Her wispy,
fluttering garb gave the ethereal ap-
pearance so vital to her part, while her
dusty gray make-up carried this idea
through to perfection.
The staging of the play was, in most
cases good. One error, however, was in
the timing of the record player. It
turned a dramatic moment into comedy
when the strains of "Always" were
heard before the gramoohone needle had
touched the record. The lighting was
extremely well done. The green spotlight
focused on Elvira did much to heighten
the dramatic effect of her ghostliness. In
the third act, clever use was made of
wires, when inanimate objects began to
behave most peculiarly, whizzing
through the air. The complete darkness
on stage during several scenes was ef-
fective. The relief of the audience was
general each time the lights were turned
on to reveal a comical situation, such
as a prostrate Madame Arcati or sprigs
of garlic on the lampshade.
Edith, who first appears on the scene
was much too lethargic for the part. Slow
of speech and movement, Katharine Brun
did not seem to fit the character of the
maid, described by Coward as always "on
the double." Ruth seemed at first to
talk rather too quickly and her actions
were a trifle artificial. Shirley Hannon,
who took the part of Ruth, had a diffi-
cult role, but she improved as the play
progressed. Charles seemed to hold back
The action, and appeared to lose char-
acter occasionally, as if he might have
been preoccupied, but as the play un-
folded he became increasingly more
vital. This, of course, may have been
because Charles, the character, was be-
coming increasingly "worked up" when
he thought he was going mad. Mary Odd
was applauded repeatedly by the aud-
ience for her interpretation of Madame
Arcati, but we feel she overacted oc-
casionally. It was difficult to hear her
lines as she drifted from Mary Odd's
Scottish burr to Madame Arcati's eccen-
tric prattle. The roles of Dr. and Mrs.
Bradman were well Dortrayed.
But it was left to Elvira, played by
Ruth Hamm, to leave the most vivid
impression on the audience. Her eerie
entrances on a breath of wind had
everyone on the edge of their chairs.
She seemed to glide about the stage in
true ethereal fashion,, vet her sarcastic
remarks and sly expressions showed that
her mind was very much on this earth.
She, more than any of the others in the
nla w acted as if she understood the role
and appreciated Noel Coward's genius.
' MARJORIE POND.
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you say so, John? ... ah but then I
forgot, you are a little tongue-tied to-
night!"
Ralph grew silent and silence again
settled over the little boat. The chuckling
of the water against the sides, and the
creaking of the oars in their locks were
the only sounds to be heard. Almost un-
conscious of the body now, Ralph rowed
steadily on, stopping only once or twice
to regard a small compass or a crumpled
chart. Not another word was spoken
until the boat scrunched up on sand, and
Ralph knew he had reached his destina-
tion. Pulling the boat up on the beach,
he unloaded his ghastly cargo.
The darkness was intense. Not the
tiniest speck of light from star or shore
penetrated the fog. Absent-mindedly he
looked at his watch. The bright green
luminous dial blinked up at him —
twenty to two. Ralph started. It was
much earlier than he had expected. He
must have made exceptional time in the
boat. Perhaps it had been the dark that
made it seem so long. With a shrug he
reached for his flashlight. "Plenty of
time," he thought, "the tide doesn't
come in till three-fifteen."
He took the flashlight from his pocket
and flicked the switch. Nothing happen-
ed! He banged it with his fist. Still no
light. With an oath he pocketed it again
and began to grope and stumble, drag-
ging the body towards the centre of the
island where he had prepared a grave.
Without the light, the going was much
slower, and although it was only fifty
yards, it took him a good fifteen min-
utes before he finally located the hole.
Much to his consternation he discovered
that a good deal of sand had been
washed into it by the previous tide.
Lacking the proper tools, he scooped and
scraped away with his hands, until he
again had a space large enough to
admit the body. That done, he rolled
the body into it and on top piled the
stones he had gathered for that purpose.
Then he stood up and smiled.
It had been so simple! There could
be no possible error. He almost laughed
when he thought of it. But then, real-
izing that he would have to be setting
out soon if he were to make shore by
dawn, he pulled back the cuff of his
jacket and glanced at his watch. Twenty
to two! "Stopped," he grunted, but the
word stuck in his throat unuttered. With
a little cry he dashed towards the spot
where he had left his boat. He had gone
scarcely five yards when he stumbled
and fell headlong into . . . water. With
a wild shriek he lurched on until the
water was up to his knees. Frantically
he tried to pierce the terrible darkness,
looking for what he knew he would never
find . . . his boat! The tide had risen
and washed it away! With a despairing
scream he ripped off the fateful watch,
which had been his undoing, and with
a wild gesture, flung it far out into the
sea!
In the distance a foghorn moaned and
T/as still again.
NEIL CARSON.
TIME AMD TIDE
(Continued from page 8)
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A COMMENT ON THE "WEILERIAN
THEORY"
(See - "Socialism Guarantees Right To Earn" by C. J. Weiler in the November
issue of The Cord.)
"Socialism is the economic—political
philosophy which guarantees the indi-
vidual the RIGHT to Earn in order to,
,(a) feed his family
(b) clothe them
(c) house them
(d) educate them
(c) give them recreation
(f) keep them healthy and secure."
This philosophy seems to have a fa-
miliar ring. Ah yes!
Time: 1792. Place: Paris. The Cry:
"Liberte, egalite, fraternite."
Yes, it was the French Revolution, the
greatest uprising of man against man
that the world had ever known. Why did
they revolt? Each man wanted to create
a society in which each man had the
OPPORTUNITY to feed, clothe, educate,
entertain and keep his family in the way
that he wanted and considered to be
right. They wanted to set a basic stand-
ard of life; to create a republic in which
all were equal before the law and in
the opportunity for advancement. The
ideals were among the most noble that
ever existed. The fruits of the revolution
were among the most bitter ever to be
harvested from such noble roots.
Let us consider briefly these fruits.
(a) The Committee of Public Safety.
What a laugh! No one was safe from the
blood bath massacres which literally
washed the streets of Paris.
(b) The Directory. This government did
more to ruin France more completely
than any government could have done
since. It was perhaps the most corrupt
government in the noble tradition of po-
litical corruption in France.
(c) Napoleon. The final catastrophe of
the French Revolution was none other
than he. After tewenty years of almost
constant warfare Napoleon succeeded in
bettering France. How? By building a
few hundred miles of roads and canals
although that might not seem to compen-
sate for the French blood that was spilled
in a flood from Moscow to Madrid and
impoverishing this wealthy country to a
state of bankruptcy.
Perhaps the ideals of the revolutionists
were realized to some extent. Everybody
was poor and most of the people were
hungry thus creating the long longed-for
standard of equality. Is this to be the
outcome of the pure idealistic and ir-
rational ideals such as expounded in the
"Economic Philosophy"? I see no alter-
native since the "Economic Philosophy"
seems to ignore completely that it is
dealing now with sinfully greedy human-
ity, you and I.
Perhaps the "Economic Philosophy"
might put forward its idea that "a code
of ethics must be created and taught so
that the citizen will recognize his duty
in such a state."
It seems to me I've heard that song
before too. The Nazis also wanted to
"educate the citizen so that he would
recognize his duty in a state whose
ideology was almost pldgeristicly similar
to the "Economic Philosophy". Those who
were harder to educate were given the
benefits of camps created especially for
such reflection and "concentration". Then
of course the popularity of the "indoctrin-
ation" offered by the Socialists' first
cousins, the Communists at the present
time in Eastern Europe is readily gaged
by the hundreds of thousands of refugees
arriving in the Western Zone of
Germany.
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My advice is keep what we have. Cer-
tainly it is not perfect. We know that.
We know where we have failed in the
past. Let us do something to rectify this.
Our way of life and system of govern-
ment certainly is idealistically just as
good if not better than that which is
presented in the "Economic Philosophy".
In action it is far superior in that it has
been tried and stood the onslaughts of
time. Perhaps it has been severely buf-
feted by economic storms and dented by
some of the more severe abuses of "free
enterprises", nevertheless it has with-
stood them.
The beauty of our way of life lies in
this fact which we dare not forget. WE,
YOU and I, have the opportunity of
changing our laws collectively, a thing
which we would not have under a social-
istic system. We would be ruled by a
bureaucracy, more terrible perhaps than
any of its predecessors and in true social-
ism the public could do nothing against
bureaucratic masters.
JOHN GELLNER.
Cash prizes will be awarded for the
best essay, poem and short story sub-
mitted to the Cord by any undergradu-
ate of Waterloo College. You may write
on any topic.
All material must be in before January
15th.
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AT GRADUATION TIME
Afto An exchange of photo-graphs with classmates ere- ]9B^
ates bonds of friendship you &f3ftwill treasure through the 5r2Lw years.
PHOTOGRAPHER.
Dunker Building Kitchener Ont,
ALUMNI NOTES
In case you were not informed pre-
viously, the following were elected to the
Alumni Executive at the annual meeting
last May: President, Mrs. Gladys (Quehl)
Helwig '43; Vice-Pres., Lloyd Winhold,
'43; Sec-Treas., Fred Janke '48; Corres.-
Sec, Kathryn Lippert '46; Representative
on the University Senate, Ralph Tailby
'39; Representative on the Board of
Governors, J. G. Hagey '28.
K-W Branch
Some fifty Alumni assembled at the
College on November 17th and decided
to organize a Kitchener-Waterloo Branch
of the Alumni Association. Possible pro-
jects which the local branch might carry
out were discussed. A pro-tern executive
was appointed to draw up a constitution.
It includes Jack Harper '39, President;
Dorothy Tailby '33 and Doug. Holier '47,
Vice-Presidents Mrs. Eileen (Scott) Wie-
gand '46, Secretary; Bob Eby '42,
Treasurer.
Athletes Abroad
The names of two former Waterloo
students were seen in the line-up of
Senior Intercollegiate Rugby Teams, Carl
Totzke played with the McGill Redmen
and Bob Turner with the Western Mus-
tangs. Some of our Alumni will also be
seen on U. of T. hockey teams.
The College Cord
These two pages of The Cord were re-
served for the Alumni on condition that
100 members subscriged at the special
rate of $1.00 per year. To date some
sixty subscriptions have been forwarded.
Tell your Alumni friends about this
offer. News about the Alumni will appear
in each issue of The Cord.
1949
Our condolences to Margaret Wettlau-
fer who was bereaved recently by the
death of her father. Margaret is assist-
ing in managing of the store in Waterloo.
Lorraine Baechler has accepted a position
with the Civil Service and is now living
in Ottawa. According to the latest re-
port, Ralph Patwarka is pursuing a post-
graduate course at Columbia, while Kay
Schweitzer is taking a special course in
Nursery teaching at Toronto. In far away
Appleton, Wis., Selma Lemp is serving as
a Parish Worker in a Lutheran Church.
At Osgoode Hall we have Newton
Thomas studying law.
1948
Faith and Hope# the Weber Twins,
are studying at the Toronto Bible Col-
lege. Reuben Halpern is assisting his
mother manage the La Vogue Shop in
Kitchener.
1947
In Glendale, Cal., Margaret Fackoury
is teaching. Having received his M.A.
from Toronto, Milton Bauer is now pur-
suing studies toward the doctorate in
Economics at the University of Chicago.
Louis Hinchberger is sales manager at
the Onward Manufacturing Co., Kitch-
ener. In 1948-49 he gave the course in
Statistics at the College.
1946
Kathryn Lippert is on the staff of the
Kitchener Public Library. Eric Reble is a
busy pastor looking after the three con-
gregations of the Normanby Parish in
Grey County and he is still single. At
New Hamburg we find Doris Srn:*h on
the staff of the high school.
1944
Three clergymen of this class are hard
at work in their respective fields; Harold
Brose at St. Jacobs-Conestoga; Arthur
Conrad at Ottawa, and Jack Zimmerman
at Pembroke. The last two are married,
but not Harold! On the staff of the Dur-
ham High School we have Margaret
Jacobi. One of her proteges is studying
Modern Languages at Waterloo.
1943
Jean Shantz has moved from Acton
to Ingersoll where she is teaching Modern
Languages at the Collegiate Institute. It
so happens that Jack Herbert '29 is the
Principal at Ingersoll.
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1941
Henry Schmieder has moved from
New Dundee to Eganville where he is
pastor of Grace Lutheran Church. Mrs.
Schmieder is the former Jean Kramp
'43.
1940
A member of this class, Jean Keller-
man, is still carrying on her missionary
activities in China in spite of the chaotic
conditions there. Another member, Mary
McGarry, is teaching at Paris High
School, while Use Aksim is a member of
the Waterloo College Faculty.
1939
Jack Harper is practising law in Wat-
erloo, whiie a few blocks down the
street his classmate, Arnold Conrad, min-
isters to the congregation of St. John's
Lutheran Church, ably assisted by his
wife, the former Use Mosig '42. Not so
far away, Alvin Baetz is pastor of the
newly-organized St. Stephen's Lutheran
Church, Kitchener.
1938
If you tune in to CFPL London, you
will hear Max Magee at the organ and
he hasn't lost any of his musical touch.
1937
Alvin Hartman has been on the staff
of the Timmins High School for a number
of years. One of his fellow-teachers is
Lyla L. Pirak. How about organizing a
Timmins Branch of the Alumni?
1936
According to the Blue Book, John
Schultz is on the staff of the Brussels
Continuation School.
1934
Lynden Lawson has been pastor of
Calvary United Church in London for the
past two years. Fred Haak ministers to
the Ayton-Neustadt Lutheran parish in
Grey County.
1933
After spending several years with the
CWAC, Dorothy Tailby joined the staff
of the Waterloo Trust and Savings Com-
pany in Kitchener. At Windsor, William
Nolting recently dedicated a new place
of worship for Trinity Lutheran Church.
1932
Walter Eifert and Carl Seltzer are
preparing future students for Waterloo
College, the former at Elmira and the
latter at Tavistock. Julius Neff and his
wife, Helen Willison '35, have moved
from Arnprior to Williamsburg where
Julius is pastor of St. Peter's Lutheran
Church. Elizabeth Spshn, following her
discharge from the R.C.A.F., W.D., has
been with the Civil Service in Ottawa.
1930
A recent issue of a Toronto daily
showed Dr. Walter Koerber at work in his
new Variety Village, a school for handi-
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capped children in Scarboro. W. A. Mehl-
enbacher is on leave-of-absence from his
church in Hamilton to serve as Canadian
Director of the Christian Higher Educa-
tion Appeal for $6,000,000 in the
United Lutheran Church. Waterloo Col-
lege expects to benefit considerably from
this appeal. In this class we also have
the President of the Board of Governors,
Arthur F. Buehlow, pastor of St. Paul's
Lutheran Church, Guelph.
1929
Albert D. Herbert was a recent visitor
to this district. He is stationed in Mont-
real with the Cape Construction Com-
pany. Ted Wagner is putting in a good
word for Waterloo College at Guelph
where he is on the staff of the Collegiate
Institute.
1928
Earl Shelley has moved to Thames-
vilie where he is principal of the high
school. On leave-of-absence from the
University of Western Ontario, Herb.
Kalbfleisch is spending a year at the
University of Michigan toward the doc-
torate in German Language and Litera-
ture.
1927
Forced by a throat condition to leave
the Lutheran ministry, Garnet Schultz
has moved from Sault Ste. Marie to Kit-
chener and has joined the staff of an
insurance firm.
SEMINARY NOTES
On Tuesday, October 25, six semin-
arians, Bob Rock, Bob Langen, Ab Lorch,
Walter Ohrt, Fred Little and Bill Giller
left to attend the Third Annual Con-
ference of the Association of Lutheran
Seminarians, held at the Wartburg Theo-
logical Seminary in Dubuque, lowa.
The theme of the conference, "The
Lutheran Church, Its Challenge/7 was
discussed under the following divisions:
Preaching, Evangelism and Parish Edu-
cation. The guests speakers were: Rev.
Herbert Lindemann, pastor of Redeemer
Lutheran Church, St. Paul, Minnesota;
Dr. Carl Rasmussen, Executive Secretary
of the Lutheran Commission on Evan-
gelism of the National Lutheran Council,
and Dr. Samuel Salzmann, Professor of
Practical Theology at Wartburg Theo-
logical Seminary, Dubuque, lowa.
While they were there the boys at-
tended lectures in order to compare that
seminary with our own at Waterloo. Also
they were able to pay a visit to a
Trappist monastery in Dubuque.
After the six seminarians returned Dr.
and Mrs. Lehmann were hosts to all
the seminarians at an open house at
which a report of the conference was
given. D.H.S.
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Editorial Page
Dear Editor:
Clique "witch hunting" is now in
vogue and I would like to add my bit to
the generally subdued uproar.
It has been suggested that "a clique
exists only by the will of the majority."
In a democracy a clique can only gain
power by being elected. At Waterloo
College, if a clique exists in high places
it was placed there by the students in
a free nomination and election.
I am not opposed to such a clique. It
is open; it is elected; it usually does the
job well for which it was elected. Such
a clique must of necessity consist of stu-
dents of ability who are interested in
many things.
Now there are cliques in this school to
which I am opposed. As the clique I sup-
port has been attacked I shall equally
and openly attack these other "small
time" cliques which exist, not by the
will of the majority, but by their own
will.
I speak mainly of those student organi-
zations of limited membership who mere-
ly masquerade as free open organiza-
tions for all students.
I will speak of one organization but
you may apply it to all who hold their
elections in private among a group of
15 and then go out and appeal to their
fellow students to attend these student
functions.
I believe the*' are not sincere. I can-
not believe even for a moment that the
Record Club is sincere when its poster
says all are welcome. This is impossible
when they hold it in a private house
large enough for 25. They can't really
want or expect 180 students to attend.
If they were to hold open elections
among the students; hold there meetings
in the gym, then they v/ould have the
right to advertise as a student organi-
zation, and to use school bulletin board
space and the name of Waterloo College.
If the S.C.M. would move out of the
girls' common room down to the gym;
if it would conduct open meetings for the
students, I believe its membership would
double—that is if those interested in the
S.C.M. are interested in all students.
The Debating Society offers no train-
ing ground for all students. It offers no
course of training, no impressive program
for development and certainly has never
sincerely indicated that it will hold open
elections among the students. These af-
fairs call for an intensive educational
program to sell the idea. A small penned
sign will never create general interest.
These are cliques. Cliques because
a small group dominates an entire field
of activity, and dominates in such a
way that students have no chances to
elect the officers of these organizations
or take part in preparing their program.
This can't be said of organizations who
constantly appear in assembly with their
program and offer many opportunities for
criticism.
It is my opinion that the "elected
clique" can justify its existence in a
way the little "personal cliques" can
never do.
CELESTIN WEILER.
THE NEW ZEAL
We have every reason to be proud of
our freshman class this year. These stu-
dents come to Waterloo with a high
academic standing, an excellent athletic
rating, and a lot of drive. Moreover, they
have indicated in the past two months
that they intend to maintain these high
standards.
The library has been crowded to ca-
pacity quite regularly lately, and on at
least one occasion such personages as
Lorraine Holle, Clayton Derstine, and
Don Taylor were obliged to sit on the
floor of the seminary library because al!
the chairs were occupied by "home-
work-happy" frosh. To the amazement
and delight of the faculty these indus-
trious individuals are found to be actually
conscientious about coming into class on
time and what is more, coming with the
lesson prepared.
In the realm of sports their enthusiasm
knows no bounds. There are more ac-
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complished athletes in the frosh class
this year than Waterloo has seen for
some time. Some of our best football
players are among this increment and
they proved to be a real match for the
best that the senior classes could put up.
It appears that the men's basketball team
will be dominated by frosh stars, and a
goodly number will be represented on the
hockey team.
The frosh have made their weight felt
in every organization in the college.
Their eagerness and initiative are re-
freshing. The class of '52 is well stocked
with potential leaders who, if given suf-
ficient opportunity will lend a new vital-
ity to Waterloo.
The freshettes (God bless 'em) haven't
wasted any time getting established
either. As a matter of fact, they have
made it quite evident that they intend to
contribute more than just their inspira-
tion this year.
The forgoing observation may be sub-
stantiated by even the most cursory sur-
vey of activities at the college and we
might add it is a healthy sign. Dean
Schaus has expressed the opinion that
the senior classes will have to be on their
toes to keep up with the freshmen this
year. Despite the fact that they are steal-
ing some of our thunder, we say to these
new-comers who are so gallantly carrying
the torch for Waterloo—You're O.K.
Frosh. We're all for you.
WARD EBY.
THREE VIEWS
ON NEWS
The need for prompt factual news
coverage has been felt at Waterloo for
some time. The Cord originally filled that
purpose quite well, until the inability to
obtain access to rapid printing facilities
made it impossible to report events in a
short space of time. The Cord staff for
past few years has been continually
apologizing for printing College history
instead of College news.
The Freshman class, exhibiting a wel-
come enthusiasm and drive, has organ-
ized a news-sheet that will supplement
the Cord. The staff, headed by editor
Dave Crawford, has worked out an in-
expensive way to keep students informed
about college activities. The paper is to
be distributed every Friday and will con-
sist of two and sometimes three single
mimeographed sheets. The news-sheet,
in addition to giving a summary of the
past week's events and a program of the
activities for the future week, will include
an editorial and discussions on topics
of current interest. There will also be
space devoted to student suggestions.
The cost of the first two editions has
been covered by advertising, but the en-
terprising Freshmen expect to raise
forty dollars through the sale of sub-
scriptions to cover the cost of publishing
the paper for the remainder of the school
year.
Another innovation for Waterloo in the
department of journalism is the Year
Book. When the Cord staff stated that
it would be unable to finance a gradu-
ation issue and suggested that the stu-
dents produce a Year Book, the Senior
class accepted the challenge and set up
en organization to plan a Year Book for
the 1950 graduates. Each school organzi-
zation will be asked to buy a number of
pages in the issue, and it will be their
resDonsibilitv to supply news and pictures
to fill those pages. It was thought at
first that the pages in the Oxidentalia
would have to be omitted this year, but
the College Administration has agreed
to take over the cost of the Waterloo
section.
This leaves the Cord in an extremely
pleasant situation. With a weekly news-
sheet covering activities of a current na-
ture, and a Year Book summarizing the
events of the year, the Cord will be able
to devote its space to articles of lasting
interest, controversial subjects and an in-
creased literary section.
The three publications should develop
in such a way to compliment one an-
other and fill Waterloo's need for college
literature.
H. A. T.
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